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Most exam papers from the past 3 years are available to view online. Some papers (for example, multiple choice) are
not available, at the.

Marjorie Robinson Library Rooms[ edit ] A digital library, the Marjorie Robinson Library Rooms house a
variety of innovative digital learning spaces including over study spaces, desktop PCs [11] and lots of space
for group study. Late penalties are considered to be discrete from other penalties, and the late penalty collar
does not prevent a fail mark resulting in cases where another penalty is also applicable. Work submitted after
the 5 working day deadline will be accepted by the School office but will be recorded with a mark of zero
0-PN. Law Library[ edit ] Located in Newcastle Law School on Windsor Terrace, the Law Library specialises
in providing texts for law students, [10] although students from all disciplines may use it. It is located on
Sandyford Road. This information should also be contained in the respective Blackboard module. Computer
access: the Philip Robinson Library has four computer clusters available with over two hundred computers.
Such work will require evidence of exceptional circumstances which meet the regulations before an academic
mark for it will be considered at the module board. Another refurbishment followed in  All work submitted via
a hard copy to the Coursework Office should include a cover sheet available to you via MyAstonPortal. Past
examination papers. Newcastle University. Marjorie Robinson was the wife of Philip Robinson, who gives his
name to the main library. To request an extension, contact your Year Tutor if you have one or your
Programme Director as soon as you can. The library has a relationship with the Northern region of the NHS
allowing their staff to use the library for research and study. Past papers Past exam papers Pearson
qualifications Our easy-to-use past paper search gives you instant access to a large library of past exam papers
and mark schemes. Take it to the Coursework Submission Office where the work will be stamped, then
scanned and an email notification will be sent to you confirming receipt. Books and papers: over one million
books and twenty six thousand periodicals are available, and access is given to Parliamentary papers and
journal collection. Retrieved 1 September  Newcastle University Library. Login to MySaint using your
University username and password. Coursework will be submitted either via the Coursework Submission
Office or via Blackboard and your lecturer will inform you of any specific submission instructions. The
5-working day submission window will therefore continue to run after the last day of a term. Locate the "Past
exam This building was itself extended in to provide additional study spaces and a large computer cluster.
Ensure you have appropriate stationary for submission folders, stapled, etc , as you can not purchase this from
the Coursework Submission Office. The earliest papers are E-Journals and databases: access to electronic
journals and databases allowing students to access research papers and journals from a large number of
sources. In the case of assignments that are submitted in more than one format, the date of submission
recorded for lateness penalty purposes will be that of the last piece of work submitted. The penalty collar will
not apply to second or third attempts, for which a mark capped at the pass mark is formally recorded. Late
penalties should therefore be levied before any other penalty. Some papers for example, multiple choice are
not available, at the Archived from the original on 2 October 


